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Water chemistry condition (WCC) has been the subject of constant study and improvement up to the
present day. It is connected with the presence of a direct relationship between the violation of water chemistry
regulation on the one hand and components reliability of the circuit's equipment and cost-effectiveness of their
operation on the other. It dictates the necessity to apply different optimization methods in the field of monitoring and
useofinformation analyticalanddiagnosticsystemstoassessWCCquality,controlandsupport.

By now NPP experts have broad experience in revealing and removing the causes of WCC disturbances.
Howeverthis knowledge is often of an intuitive, non-classified nature, scattered among various working documents,
which makes their transfer difficult. Based on what has been mentioned above, special atention is currently being
paid to the problem of creating expert diagnostic systems for supporting the optimum WCC.

The existing developments in this field (DIWA Smart chem Works, the water quality control system at the
Onagava NPIP etc. 1,3,4,5] are based on wide use of experts' knowledge. Such expert diagnostic systems for
supporting WCC refer to the new generation of intellectual control methods, which allow the incorporation of the
latest achievements both in the field of water chemistry simulation and in the field of artificial intelligence and
computertechnologies.

LI "VNIPIET" employees have, for several years, been developing an expert diagnostic system for
supporting WCC and status monitoring of RBIVIK - reactor NPPs 2]. This system has not only conveniently
organized the traditional functions of information acquisition and storage, a complete presentation of information in
the form of tables, graphs of a dynamical changes of parameters and formation regular reports, diagnostic functions
and issuing recommendations on WCC correction, but it also allows the assessment of confidence in the diagnosis
made, relying on a wide range of numerical estimates, which were calculated by the use of expert data, and to make
a credible prediction of an existing situation development.

The integrated use of analytical methods and artificial intelligence methods is one of the system's
advantages. This combination allows the successful implementation of one of the main purposes of the system: the
early detection of deviations from specified process conditions and the taking into account of even minor changes in
parameters to provide an advanced WCC control and to prevent non-regular situations.

Configuration of the diagnostic system

It was decided to use a modular system configuration in developing our diagnostic system, which is
applicable both to designers, by offering additional possibilities to modify and to expand different functions, and to
users of the system to substantially facilitate understanding of its performance. Fig. shows a schematic
configurationofthesystem,whichisacomplexofinterrelatedfunctionalmodulargroups.

The modules were integrated into the following groups:
1 . Group of acquisition, storage and generation of input information modules;
2. Group of computation and preparing input data modules;

3. Group of diagnostic modulesjoining subgroups of visualization, analysis, explanation of diagnostics results
and prediction modules;

4. Groupofknowledgebasereplenishmentandmodificationmodules.

The input data acquisition and storage modules are integrated in a so-called information and analytical
subsystem for the control and preliminary processing of current WCC parameters. The subsystem provides
continuous status monitoringofWCCbasedon hardwaresupport, forwhich automaticchemical control instruments
are used. Data acquisition from these instruments is performed by the subsystem's on-line soft and hardware.
Moreover data from laboratory analyses and the necessary information about equipment parameters and the
environment are entered into the system in off-line mode. Thus the WCC control subsystem is a key supplier of input
data forfurther diagnostics, namely: detecting faults, making diagnoses and, eventually, giving recommendations to
staff their removal.

Besides monitoring, the control subsystem provides operators with additional opportunities to analyze data
obtained by producing results of processing in the form of various tables and time plots of WCC parameters
(including retrospective data) to incorporate different groups of points for analysis with a standard
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Fig.1 Modular organization of expert system for status WCC diagnostics

statistical processing. In line with its functional possibilities the control subsystem allows the easy formation
of different types of regular reports and routine summaries.

An input parameters generation module is provided to simulate potential WCC disturbances in the
diagnostics system test mode, in which well-known correlation dependences between WCC quality indices and
information from expert inquiries are used. The module allows the easy detection of the causes of these
disturbances and the interpretation of the diagnostics result obtained by generating different scenarios of WCC
disturbances in the simulation mode. This allows the service staff to update their experience and expertise and to use

the system for training centers.

The group of computation modules includes modules necessary for preparing input data for diagnostics (the
calculation of average, minimum, maximum parameter values, their trends etc.) and modules for additional
computations: values of diagnostic indices at points out of control, necessary equipment parameters (e.g.
computation of the filtering cycle of condensate cleanup filters) and other auxiliary characteristics.

A key module of the system is a function under a special algorithm diagnostic module, which in the course of
its functioning permanently links with all the module groups. The diagnostic procedure starts automatically with a set
periodicity. Moreover, the user may initiate its start independently. The algorithm of diagnostic module performance
is of cyclic character. Current information about WCC parameters and information from the frames of structured
knowledge base are consecutively processed in the cycle. The search for causes of WCC deviations is carried out
based on a set of the most important indices chosen for diagnostics called diagnostic indices. If an index exceeds the
threshold value specified for it, then it is recorded in a relevant frame, after which credible causes of the disturbance
are defined more precisely to the reproduction rule base with the use of all the additional diagnostic procedures.

The prediction module for forming the diagnostic object status uses information about changes in every
diagnostic index, based on algorithm performance results in statistical time series analysis and on information from
the knowledge base. In the course of its functioning the conformity of the available measured data is verified for every
diagnostic index with a normal distribution, an express-prediction is made for the variation in the predictions of
individual indices. The module initiates the starting of the diagnostic module and results of its functioning are
recorded in special files of WCC status predictions (with an indication of whether this prediction was confirmed or
not) for further use when making a new prediction and for defining the diagnosis more exactly.

A module of visualization and analysis of diagnostics results is responsible for displaying results of
diagnostic module functioning to the user. The results are produced in the form of a list of revealed disturbances and
the reasons connected with them with a numerical estimation (confidence, coincidence etc.) and a list of relevant
recommendations (fig.2). Moreover this module allows the visualization of diagnostics results on the power unit
schematicdiagram(fig.3). Bymeansofthismoduletheoperatormayrequestandlookthroughfilesofthefaulttypes
revealed by the system, sort them according to fault types, the time they were revealed, confidence in and staff
agreement with the diagnosis made by the system etc. This information can be analyzed by users to get additional
knowledge about a diagnostics object. On the other hand this module also provides
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Fig.2. Presentation of diagnostics results in the form of list of revealed disturbances, reasons with
numerical estimation and recommendations

the operator with feedback from the system, allowing him to make his own assessment of the diagnostics.
The knowledge obtained in this case is entered into files and then entered ito the knowledge base.

By means of the diagnostic interpretation module the user can trace the sequence of the system's
conclusions based on which faults were revealed. This module is vital when the system operates as a training aid for
staff, and is also helpful in the adjustment and verification of the system.

The knowledge modification and replenishment module allows the organization and structuring of available
knowledge about the diagnostics object and its presentation in the knowledge base in accordance with the adopted
frame-base reproduction model. The incorporation of this module into the system's configuration significantly raises
the system's capability for training and adaptation. The user can independently adjust the system and fill up its
knowledge base. In the course of module functioning, (which uses the virtual graphic interface, lists of diagnostic
parameters, "thresholds" set for them, lists of faults), recommendations and additional requests are successively
changed; control points and lists of indices controlled in them are entered and revised.

Close relationships in the model are formed in creating diagnostic rules with necessary fuzzy coefficients
according to the pattern offered by the system. This function offers the opportunity to permanently update the
available knowledge base.
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Fig.3. Indication of diagnostics results on the power unit schematic diagram

Organization of the system's knowledge base

The organization of an expert system's knowledge base (KB) based on reproduction rules is most widely
used, since their application allows the fairly easy formalization of expert knowledge and then the realization of a
conventional logic conclusion to obtain diagnostic inferences [6-8]. This KB organization also allows the user to
interpret the system's conclusions. Accordingly we do not avoid using this organization in our system, which was
improved to a certain extent.

Firstly the system uses an integrated frame-base reproduction model of knowledge presentation, the
choice of which was dictated by the WCC as a diagnostics object. Due to the complexity and territorial spacing a
decision was made about the diagnostics object decomposition by a functional and territorial attribute through the
separation of the circuit's equipment into individual units of functional groups: "Turbine facility", "Condensate
purification","Deaerators","Forcedrecirculationcircuitwithbypasspurification"and "Bypasspurificationofreactor
protection management system circuit". Later on this separation was extended to the model used for diagnostics,
which allowed it to be organized more effectively. Each separated unit is described by relevant frames the slots of
which contain knowledge referring the specific unit.



Secondly the diagnostic model contained in the knowledge base, together with other necessary information
about the object, includes the description of situations featuring typical patterns of credible WCC disturbances. This
information is presented in the system's KB by reference diagnostic matrices made up for every separated unit-
frame. Taking into account the fact that every diagnostic index can be involved in several reproduction rules, an
analysis of reference matrices was made in vertical and horizontal directions to split their elements to the
expressiveness degree. The table shows a fragment of the reference matrix, where significant matrix elements
feature an extent of index display for a certain disturbance.

A technique of the fuzzy sets theory was used while formalizing the available information, which allowed a
more adequate description of the process involving fuzziness typical for it 6]. The generation of fuzzy values of
diagnostic indices is performed by the system based on pertinence (normalization) function graphs plotted according
to expert inquiry results.

Generally functions used for phasification (normalization) of input information formulas are assigned by the
following formulas:

If x < B then Y=O;
If C x B then y =;
If x < C then y = ,
Where x numerical value of diagnostic index in measured units,
y- corresponding value of identification degree,
C criticalvalueofdiagnosticindex,
B the value of the diagnostic index from, which it begins to cause concern. It is assumed that by this moment

y = 0,5. Example of formation of such function for conductivity-index is shown in Fig. 4.

It was clarified by expert inquiries of specialists, that in their current practice they aimed not at operating limits
and not even at reference levels but at their own threshold values capable of variation depending on different factors.
In this connection our system uses fuzzy thresholds set by experts, which allows unfavorable trends to be revealed to
the variation of indices important for the process in advance. Graphs, together with threshold values, are also stored
in the system's KB in relevant frames of units. Eventually the use of the fuzzy sets technique will allow the diagnostics
depth to be varied, according to the priorities of a specialist.

Cn X, X, X, X, Cl, Cl, Cl, Cl, N03, N03, X, X, X,
E0 CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP CLP DCT DCT A0205
a- 52 54 61 64 52 54 61 64 54 64 5 6
E>1

Reasons U)
Condensing-water leakage 0,5 0,5
(CLP 52)

Impurities from special water 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,2 0,2
purification

Impurities from drain 0,2 012 0,6
condensate tank (DCT5)

Impurities from drain 0,2 0,2 0,6
condensate tank (DCT6)

Impurities from A-0205 tank 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,4
or clarified water tank

Table. Fragment of the reference matrix for the unit "Condensate purification"
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The applied model realizes a visual and structured presentation of knowledge, since, due to the use of

frames, it involves profound and varied WCC knowledge on account of using the reproduction rules the lgic

structure and the possibility to apply the fuzzy logic are implemented which allows the numerical assessment of

confidence in the diagnosis made.

The modular organization of the diagnostic system adopted by us allows the replacement of most modules,

in particular, the one responsible for a chosen model of knowledge presentation and to replace it with another one

during further improvements, with no breakdown of the general system configuration and performance of other

modules.

Conclusion

The expert diagnostic system presented here provides supportforthe operating staff in making decisions to

ensure a regular WC condition. Its application allows costs related to chemical control to be minimized and

confidence in the data obtained and in the qualityofWCC diagnosis to be raised.

While functioning the system resolves several types of tasks: monitoring, diagnostics, interpretation,

prediction and training. The approach used in the construction of the system allows tight coupling with a specific

technological circuit scheme to be avoided and offers the opportunity to be used for any type of nuclear power

plants, after minor updating and adaptation. Currently the system is on trial at power unit's 3 of the Leningrad and

new Kalinin nuclear power plant.
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